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The Shoes We Walk In: Teaching Art on a Path to Belonging
By: Amiko Matsuo, South Seattle College

A colleague asks me, “What’s the one thing you want students to take with them after they
complete your course?”
I pause.
It’s always hard to wrap up and reduce the richness into “the one thing.” And in Fall 2020
especially, demonstrations, the elections, and the pandemic have challenged worldviews and
upended teaching and learning and all of our lives. As a ceramic artist and teacher, I’m used to
thinking about flux and transformation, but how do I approach a ceramics class that is online and
asynchronous? How can significant learning happen with no access to studio space and no firing

of ceramic works, and where the logistical issues layer with the emotional taxation and the
anxieties of the times? And yet, I can’t suppress the sense that now is a time for rethinking
beyond survival course adaptations. In the midst of change born of necessity, maybe my students
and I can find better paths than the ones we’re used to.
Earlier in the pandemic, I had started asking questions about what it means to be making ceramic
objects at this time. An invitational show that I was preparing for was cancelled, and there were
many reasons why it felt difficult, perhaps even misguided, to spend uninterrupted time in the
studio making objects in clay. I started to ask fundamental questions about my situatedness, my
own social location, and what I could do. I leaned into my role as an educator and tried to
imagine how I could practice care by asking questions about what it might mean for my students
and me to work at making something beyond the traditional artifact of a fired ceramic work.
My context encourages expansive thinking in a time that can feel constraining. South Seattle
College is in the process of institutionalizing anti-racist pedagogy, and for the first time in my
teaching career I feel supported as a BIPOC faculty member. And I am committed to rethinking
and reshaping studio art ceramics classes with equity, diversity, and inclusion at the fore. For me,
this means reassessing widespread assumptions about the history of ceramic art, including
gendered and appropriative narratives of “Asian masters.” At the same time, the studio’s
inaccessibility due to Covid might provide ways to respond to how students of color often
perceive the whiteness typical of many studio cultures that stem, of course, from the privileging
of European and Anglo-American ceramic histories. As a trans-migratory person and translator, I
understand what it means to be an outsider perplexed by the randomness of disciplinary
gatekeeping that often seems bent on misunderstanding, silencing, or simply overlooking
“others” of all sorts. Throughout my career, I’ve found myself exhausted from resisting the
privileging of European and Anglo-American studio ceramics history. And so now, as I think
about how to create for students of color a certainty of belonging within the physical and
conceptual spaces of my discipline, I wonder how this quest might relate to the additional
emotional and situational challenges we face as educators during a pandemic.
Signature Assignment: The Shoes We Walk In
Reflective Questions
● What are our stories of conflict and stress in the time of COVID-19?
● What feeds our connections, our resilience, our transformations?
● What media and practices can support and augment our work with clay?
Activities
1. Journal and sketch. Each day, document and examine conflict in your life during the
pandemic.

Student Journal Entry: Quan Wang.
Last Sunday, I managed to squeeze half a day going to Seattle Japanese Garden to visit the glow
of autumn once again. Unfortunately, I could not enter because of the new policy that required
all the visitors to make reservations online in advance due to pandemic capacity control. I was
frustrated looking at the opened gate. Instead, I had to stroll in the neighboring Arboretum Park.
When seeing visitors wearing face masks, I felt sad since all those masks reminded me that it
was an unusual, tough time. I passed by a strange tree with its boughs stretching out horizontally
very close to the ground and rising up in the end. These boughs are anchored by their roots. How
interesting. I stopped and sketched it on my book as one of the marks in Seattle.

Drawing can make me feel calm and I like listening to music as I make a sketch. Regarding a site
or a place, I’m trying to incorporate Seattle and Kyoto as two sites in my project in order to
reflect the cultural backgrounds and those differences I’m always interested in.
2. Meditative handwork. Create a trompe l’oeil ceramic shoe based on your own shoes,
thinking about how ceramic artist Sylvia Hyman describes her trompe l’oeil ceramic
sculptures as “time capsules of the present.”

Figure 1 Sylvia Hyman, Bookmobile, 2008.

3. Document your unfired work with photos and sketches for an online exhibition and
critique where we encounter each other’s artworks, stories, and situatedness.
This assignment animates the empathetic notion of “walking in someone else’s shoes” by asking
students to see themselves and others as storytellers.
Path
I tell students that the most important superpower of an artist is to ask questions. In the
classroom, discussions can become spaces in which to practice our ability to see and to critique
artworks. It is often a challenge, always worth doing, to shift from focusing on the methods of
material construction toward recognizing the artworks as social productions that are embedded
and coded with cultural complexities. As students of art, we must retrain our eyes to see the
histories that are part of our material cultures, to self-discover and rediscover our relationships
with others, and to strengthen our relationship with our environment.
Our project encourages us to build from personal moments of reflection toward a community of
understanding and support, and the artists we discuss as models create spaces for dynamic
empathy and dialogue. We think together about works of art that have ‘diary-like’ qualities. I
note how as a mother of a small child, I resonate with the work of conceptual artist Mary Kelley
and her meticulous recordings of the first six years of her son’s life in the Post-Partum
Document.
Students reflect on what it means to journal during COVID-19 by seeing the works of Renee Cox
and Asako Narahashi and the journals and sketches of artist Annie Pootoogook. We discuss the
Western contexts of trompe l’oeil ceramics by looking at the works of Sylvia Hyman and

Marilyn Levine. We view Taiwanese artist Ah Leon’s work and consider the problems of
translating Chinese mimetic traditions such as Yixing wares and xiangsheng and the co-opting of
such traditions into Western trompe l’oeil contexts.

Figure 2 Ah Leon, Memories of Elementary School, 2011. Daum Muesum

The collection of examples allows us to practice reflection and listening as foundations for our
creative work. We also give attention to the metaphors we are building.
Footprint
In certain Japanese Buddhist and Shinto contexts, zori sandals or waraji, are symbols of humility
because of their connection to ascetics and monks. I remember my grandfather teaching me how
to make them as a lesson in handwork when I was a child. I had trouble understanding why they
were not for wearing but only for display until I learned that they represent Buddhist teachings.
The artist and scholar Ayelet Zohar writes about walking as the embodiment of being and
moving, of passing through this world. In the Buddhist context, the footprint and footwear/waraji
has been a crucial signifier of being and passing and has also been a strong visual reference for
artists expressing such ideas (Zohar 692).

Figure 3 Footprints at Kiyomizu Temple, Kyoto. Photo by Izu Matsuo

In a way, our clay shoes crafted by the repetitive movements of our fingertips impressing and
molding the clay also serve as indexes, or stand-ins, for our bodies. We begin to see that our acts
are an ephemeral performance that counters the narrative in traditional ceramics classes about the
permanence of the firing process. We begin to turn from Western-centered notions of aesthetic
value and look for our own path toward a pedagogy and practice of belonging.
Sustenance

As an option, students may embed their artwork with milkweed seeds. Since the objects are
unfired, the shoe sculptures will sprout in the spring with the one species needed to sustain
migratory monarch butterflies, an emblem of transformation.
We look at artist and activist Favianna Rodriguez’s interdisciplinary work, which uses the
monarch butterfly to symbolize the right that living beings have to freely move, and “to uplift the
resiliency, courage, and determination of migrants who come in search of their dreams.”
The pairing of clay and its connection to geology with the planting of milkweed expands our
human care to non-humans and native plants. The ephemeral object that grew from personal
journaling about conflict and care and that helped to communicate those personal situations to
others can now extend to ecological systems of interdependence.

Student Journal: Cassandra Haddon
“A Horse Named Cold Air”
At the beginning of quarantine, my life didn’t change that much. I was just out of high school
and I had no idea where my future was heading, I didn’t know if I wanted to go to school or back
to work. I felt completely lost. I wasn’t doing anything productive. I would sit in my childhood
bedroom and watch my friends and family go through their lives with a purpose that was a
mystery to me. When the shutdown came through it felt like everyone in the world winded down
to my level. People stopped going out, as I had, they stopped working, as I had, and they saw
only uncertainty in the future, as I did. It was entirely peculiar to feel the whole world on pause,
as I was on pause.

There were different options that I considered for the Trompe-l'œil shoe project. First I
considered a heeled shoe, for ease of construction, and then I considered a croc as it has become
my quarantine uniform. However I think part of me always knew that I would have to make my
first pair of Doc Martens boots. On my 15th birthday my mom purchased me my first pair of
boots. They were cherry red with a black polish. I wore those boots nearly everyday since, it was
like they were a part of me. As per their design, as I broke in the shoes the black polish wore off
to reveal the red leather. The unique pattern was tailored to my step, the boots were an extension
of myself. But now they’re in my closet, idle. The only time I leave the house is to walk my dog
and I won’t be bothered to use lace-up shoes. I look forward to a time when I have a place to go
and can put my person back together.
I use clay to slow down and utilize control. I have complete control over my projects, I know
how to manipulate my medium to create the form I want. I know how to avoid complications and
I can fix them should they arise. I feel time slow as my mind centralizes on a singular purpose.
Other thoughts are peacefully kept at bay until I invite them in.
I can also create something out of emotion. Not aesthetics or function but feeling, I can pour it
into a shabby form for a cathartic experience. For a long time I assumed I was just a lazy person
not capable of completing schoolwork or having motivation. I embraced this identity for years
and leaned into underperforming and scraping by. When I enrolled in South Seattle I decided to
turn over a new leaf and mind over matter this shit. Powering through and applying my skills,
my grades maintained a 4.0 and I felt as though the shadows of my past were behind me. A
month into the quarter I fell into a depressive state. It was like night and day, I felt like I was
right back in high school that week. I was unable to complete my assignments and watched the
due dates pass me by. This defeat piled on and churned out anger and sadness. I found myself
cowering in my room feeling completely powerless. I was listening to music in an effort to create
distraction and A Horse Named Cold Air by Mitski started playing.
“A lake with no fish
Is the heart of a horse
Named Cold Air
Who, when young
Would run like a storm
They would say, ooh
I thought I'd traveled a long way
But I had circled
The same old sin”

I was the horse who had traveled so far only to be back where I started. I pulled clay out the
drawer and started forming this self-portrait. The Horse Named Cold Air sits on my desk and
watches me. It is made of clay and anger and despair and sadness. It helps me remember that I
falter sometimes but by naming and acknowledging it I can get back up a little faster.
Story
As participants in a studio art ceramics class during a time that denies us our accustomed tools
and our assumptions about how and what we make, we focus on seeing ourselves as artists and
as storytellers. We’ve heard our own voices trying to convince ourselves that our stories matter.
In the telling and the hearing, we’ve grown more accepting of the ephemeral in our art, in the
world around us, and in ourselves. Transformation, we tell each other, is inevitable, a process of
setting foot on a path whose end we can’t see. Learning is like this.
When we are unable to create, fire, and display our ceramic objects in the ways that we did
before, it is time to create new stories. And we do this in a way that celebrates and engages each
other’s differences and creates a sense of belonging. The ephemeral objects we make help us tell
stories about who we – students, teachers, butterflies, clay – are today as we pass through this
time together. They seek our shared humanity and our shared materiality.
Finally, to answer the question from my colleague about the one thing I want my students to take
away –iIt’s that art is how we can imagine a more just inclusiveness to reshape spaces of
belonging in this short time we have together.

Figure 4 Student Cassandra Haddon, The Horse Named Cold Air, unfired clay, 2020
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